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Reasons to choose the Jabra CHILL

MUSIC AND CALLS  
ON-THE-GO
Jabra CHILL – a new stereo headset delivering great 
sounding music and calls for people on the move.

•   Secure, comfortable fit
•   Rich sound
•   Mic with Answer/End Button**

JABRA CHILL

Jabra Universal Corded Stereo Headset* DATASHEET

CHILL ACTIVERHYTHM

Comfort 2 Go

Jabra CHILL is our new stereo headset delivering great sound-
ing music and calls for people on the move. CHILL is designed 
for all-day, all-situations use. It features Jabra’s unique, soft 
and flexible Ultimate-fit Eargels™, which lock effortlessly into 
the contours of your ear, providing a comfortable and secure 
fit.

Jabra CHILL is part of Jabra’s new corded stereo headset 
family, which consists of three unique headsets tailored 
toward people on the go, music lovers and sports users. Our 
aim is to give customers unmatched value by offering the 
ultimate balance between sound, comfort and design in each 
category.

Each headset features earphones ergonomically designed 
to follow the contours of the ear – they look great and they 
offer a comfortable fit that stays securely in your ear.  Sound 
quality is crucial in this range and Jabra products offer vibrant 
stereo music and clear, crisp calls. 

Our portfolio includes a unified control box that allows users 
to conveniently listen to music and answer calls. The head-
sets all feature a 3.5mm gold-plated plug, ideal for the trans-
mission of premium music quality and a perfect companion 
to your mobilephone* or MP3 player. Jabra CHILL includes skip 
track functionality for Apple iPhone®.

Note: Please only use one headphone while driving

* Compatible with most phones with 3.5mm plug (Apple iPhone®, HTC, 
Blackberry, LG, Motorola). Use extra phone adapter in pack for com-
patibility with most phones from Nokia, Sony Ericsson and Samsung. 

LEARN 
MORE!



Quick Start Guide

Answer/end calls and skip tracks* conveniently via your 

microphone 

Tap the answer/end button on your mic:

1 x to answer/end your call* 

2 x to skip tracks*

3 x to rewind*

Connect your headset with your smartphone

Make sure that the plug is securely connected to your phone. 

Ensure perfect comfort and sound flow with your headset

Great sound in a headset depends on quality speakers and a perfect, 

secure fit. The headphones are ergonomically designed to specifically 

fit either your left or right ear. For optimal comfort and sound, make 

sure that you put the headphones in the correct ear.

Welcome to Jabra CHILL – the mobilephone headset that gives 

you a new experience in sound, comfort and design. 

About your Jabra CHILL headset

A   Left and right headphones.

B   2 pairs of eargels: Ultimate-fit EargelsTM and standard 

C   Control box on mic: answer/end calls and skip tracks*

D   4-pole, gold plated 3.5mm plug

E  Clothing clip

Features and Specifications

1. Edgy design combined with secure comfort and great  

 sound quality

2. STEREO headset for music and talk

3. Unique wearing style with ergonomically designed 

 headphoness for each ear

4. Wearing comfort with Ultimate-fit EargelsTM

5. Cable length: 900 mm

6. 4-pole, gold plated 3.5mm plug

7. Unified control box on microphone: answer/end calls,   

 skip tracks*

Right headphone 

ergonomics

Left headphone 

ergonomics
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* Phone dependent. Compatible with Apple iPhone®.


